...is an experimental exhibition platform that celebrates creativity, passion, and place through alternative connection. Drive Thru ATL will bring you art, inspiration, sunshine, and curiosity in person while safely practicing social distancing.

WELCOME
Erik Thurmond & Claire Molla
RADIO HOST
Floyd Hall

BUY ART
bit.ly/drivethruart

DONATE
bit.ly/drivethrugive

EXHIBITING ARTISTS

1. Mike Stasny
   Igor Korsunskiy
   Margaret Hiden
   Rose Barron
   Peter Ferrari
   Chloe Alexander
   John Tindel
   Crystal Jin Kim
   Artemus Jenkins
   Jason Kofke

2. Mike Stasny
   Igor Korsunskiy
   George Long

3. Sara Santamaria, Amelia Reiser & Vanessa Yvonne

4. Scott Silvey

5. David Baerwalde & Alex Martinez

6. Mike Stasny
   Igor Korsunskiy

7. George Long

8. Mike Stasny
   Igor Korsunskiy
   Brandon Sadler

SATURDAY | JUNE 13TH 2020 | 2PM-7PM | AAD 1374 MORELAND AVE. 30316 | ENTER FROM CUSTER AVE | WWW.THECREATIVESPROJECT.ORG/DRIVETHRUATL